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Conductive polymers have been studied extensively during recent years. In order to broaden the application field of conductive polymers we have developed an azide functional poly(3,4-ethylenedioxythiophene) (PEDOT-N₃) (1). The azide functional conductive polymer can be postpolymerization functionalized to introduce a large number of functionalities through click chemistry(2–4).

Through selection of reaction conditions it is possible control the depth of the reaction into the polymer film to the upper surface or the entire film(5). Thus a conductive polymer can be prepared with a subsurface layer of highly conductive polymer where only the upper surface has been grafted with functional groups to ensure selectivity of the surface layer for e.g. interaction with specific biospecies. The conductive polymer can be patterned using selective etching, which enables preparation of e.g. interdigitated electrodes or other surface structures. The electrodes have been applied in controlled localized click reactions through "electroclick" reactions(6). This enables preparation of both highly functional electrodes as well as gradient surfaces(7). The system is very versatile in all dimensions and structures and allows for preparation of conductive polymers with very specific properties.

![Figure 1: Preparation of functional conductive polymers and the versatility of the system.](image)
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